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Self-service
Customer Copiers
for the Digital and
Mobile Age
For the second time in a row, Postbank AG is equipping all branches
with self-service copy stations from Samsung Electronics

Postbank AG is equipping 1,000 branches with the
new, multifunctional self-service copying systems
from Samsung. This will not only improve services
offered to customers, but also meet changing customer
demands in the increasingly more digitalized era. Its
ϩ˵ʪѣθϑϩϩ͔̈ʪϩ˵ɇϩϩ˵ʪΧθͱӬʒʪʒ˙Ї͝ʀϩ̈ͱ͝ϑ˝ͱɵʪцͱ͝ʒ
regular printing functions: customers can now print
documents directly from their smartphones and tablets,
or even save scanned documents on the printer itself
via NFC or WiFi Direct. Security is guaranteed at each
stage of data processing, since there isn’t an internet
network connection at anytime. Also, the Android-based
equipment will especially be easy to handle for those
customers already familiar with smart phone devices.

Customer Demands
࡙Ɗʪ̷˙ࣗϑʪθӬʀʪʀЇϑϩͱ͔ʪθϑцϑϩʪ͔ϑ˙ͱθʀͱΧц̈͝˝ࡡΧθ̈͝ϩ̈͝˝
and scanning
࡙Ęͱ̈͝ϩʪθ͝ʪϩ͝ʪϩиͱθ̧ʀͱ͝͝ʪʀϩ̈ͱ͝
࡙²̈˝˵ࣗαЇɇ̷̈ϩцΧθͱʒЇʀϩϑ˙ͱθʒЇθɇɵ̷ʪɇ͝ʒ˵ʪɇЭцЇϑʪ
Solutions
࡙ Multifunctional copying systems as standalone solutions
࡙ Professional management solution
࡙ Enabled Android-based operating system through larger
touchscreens
9ʪ͝ʪѣϩϑ
࡙kуΧɇ͝ʒʪʒϑʪθӬʀʪͱ˙˙ʪθʪʒϩͱťͱϑϩɵɇ̧͝ʀЇϑϩͱ͔ʪθϑ
࡙ƊʪʀЇθ̈ϩцɇʀθͱϑϑɇ̷̷Χ˵ɇϑʪϑͱ˙ʀЇϑϩͱ͔ʪθЇϑʪ
࡙ŵʪʒЇʀʪʒʀͱϑϩϑɇ͝ʒ͔̈ΧθͱЭʪʒΧθͱʀʪϑϑʪϑ

POSTBANK AG WILL BE ABLE TO EXPAND THE SERVICES OFFERED TO
ITS CUSTOMERS AT 1,000 BRANCHES WITH SAMSUNG’S SELF-SERVICE
COPYING, PRINTING AND SCANNING SOLUTION
ťͱϑϩɵɇ̧̈͝ϑ͝ͱϩͱ̷͝цͱ͝ʪͱ˙ϩ˵ʪ͔ɇ̟ͱθѣ͝ɇ͝ʀ̈ɇ̷ϑʪθӬʀʪϑ
providers, but also the largest retail bank in Germany by far.
It has roughly 14 million customers, 15,000 employees and a
ϩͱϩɇ̷ɇϑϑʪϩϑиͱθϩ˵kƸŵߢߦߢɵ̷̷̈̈ͱ͝ࢋÃϩϑϑʪθӬʀʪͱ˙˙ʪθ̈͝˝ϑθɇ͝˝ʪ
from payment transactions to deposit and lending businesses,
to bonds, investment funds, insurance and building loan
contracts. It has the densest branch network of any bank in
Germany. Postbank Filialvertrieb AG, the biggest subsidiary
ͱ˙ťͱϑϩɵɇ̧͝ࡡ˵ɇϑϑʪϩЇΧߢࡡߢߡߡѣ͝ɇ͝ʀ̈ɇ̷ʀʪ͝ϩʪθϑи˵ʪθʪ
ɇΧΧθͱӱ͔ɇϩʪ̷цߢߡࡡߡߡߡʪ͔Χ̷ͱцʪʪϑʀЇθθʪ͝ϩ̷цͱ˙˙ʪθϩ˵ʪϑɇ͔ʪ
ɵɇ̧̈͝͝˝ɇ͝ʒѣ͝ɇ͝ʀ̈ɇ̷ϑʪθӬʀʪϑɇϑťͱϑϩɵɇ̧͝ࡡɇ͔ͱ͝˝͔ɇ͝ц
other services.

Self-service Copiers Become More Convenient for
Customers
Self-service is playing an increasingly important role in
ΧθͱӬʒ̈͝˝ɇΧΧθͱӱ͔ɇϩʪ̷цͱ͝ʪ̷̷͔̈̈ͱ͝ʀЇϑϩͱ͔ʪθϑϩ˵ʪЭɇθ̈ͱЇϑ
services offered by Postbank AG daily. “Of course, this
includes services offered to our customers wishing to make
copies. In 2015, nearly ten million copies were made at our
ɵθɇ͝ʀ˵ʪϑࡡࣩʪуΧ̷ɇ̈͝ʪʒ
“The project was a complete success.
Markus Woll, a specialist
With the new overall solution, we
at Postbank Filialvertrieb
will save up to 15 percent of our
ࢋ²ʪɇ̷ϑͱɇʒʒʪʒࡠࣨƊ͔̈Χ̷ц
costs – an impressive amount when
making paper copies of
ɇΧΧθͱӱ͔ɇϩʪ̷цߢߡ̷̷͔̈̈ͱ͝ʀͱΧ̈ʪϑɇθʪ
made!”
paper documents is no
longer a workable solution
Markus Woll, specialist at Postbank
in a mobilized, digitalized
Filialvertrieb AG
society.” Nowadays,
smartphones or tablets are where all types of documents
are stored. They also often need to be printed directly from
the device while customers are out and about. Conversely,
documents often need to be digitized immediately. Postbank
иɇϑ̷ͱͱ̧̈͝˝˙ͱθɇθʪ̷̈ɇɵ̷ʪࡡʀͱϑϩࣗʪ˙ѣʀ̈ʪ͝ϩɇ͝ʒϑʪʀЇθʪ
solution. It wanted to offer its customers a full range of

printing, copying and scanning services. “And that is precisely
what we’ve gotten from Samsung, with its high-performance,
multifunctional ProXpress M4583FX copying systems,”
said Markus Woll. Postbank branches has been providing
customers with self-service copying services on Samsung
systems since 2008. “With Samsung, we have already found
ɇΧʪθ˙ʪʀϩΧɇθϩ͝ʪθϩͱʪуΧɇ͝ʒͱЇθϑʪθӬʀʪͱ˙˙ʪθ̈͝˝ϑʒЇθ̈͝˝
ϩ˵ʪѣθϑϩ̈͝ϑϩɇ̷̷ɇϩ̈ͱ͝ࢋǮʪиʪθʪʀͱ͔Χ̷ʪϩʪ̷цϑɇϩ̈ϑѣʪʒӥϩ˵ϩ˵ʪ
quality and performance of the hardware over the entire
period,” Markus Woll continued. “But then we needed to
ɵθ̈͝˝ͱЇθʀͱΧц͔ɇʀ˵̈͝ʪϑЇΧϩͱʒɇϩʪɇ͝ʒʪуΧɇ͝ʒϩ˵ʪϑʪθӬʀʪ
to include mobile devices, so a new national public tender
was issued. The important thing was to enable printing on
mobile devices via NFC and WiFi Direct, and at the same time
come up with a solution that would be able to manage tasks,
improve sustainability and meet high security requirements.”

Postbank AG Chooses Samsung Again
ࣨ˙ϩʪθиʪʪуɇ͔̈͝ʪʒɇ̷̷ϩ˵ʪΧͱϑϑ̈ɵ̷ʪʀͱ͝ϩʪ͝ʒʪθϑࡡиʪʀͱ͝ʀ̷Їʒʪʒ
thatSamsung’s ProXpress M4583X combined with the Genius
Bytes management solution to manage the technology
ΧθͱЭʪʒϩͱɵʪϩ˵ʪɵʪϑϩΧɇʀ̧ɇ˝ʪࢋÃϩиɇϑʀͱϑϩࣗʪ˙ѣʀ̈ʪ͝ϩࡡɇ͝ʒ
provided opportunities for other potential applications and
˙ЇϩЇθʪʪуϩʪ͝ϑ̈ͱ͝ϑࡡࣩđɇθ̧ЇϑǮͱ̷̷ϑɇ̈ʒࢋƟ˵ʪ˵ɇθʒиɇθʪͱ˙˙ʪθϑ
Postbank AG the best conditions for presenting customers
with comprehensive and advanced services in copying,
printing and scanning: Big jobs can be completed very quickly,
ɇϩΧθ̈͝ϩϑΧʪʪʒϑͱ˙ЇΧϩͱߥߦΧɇ˝ʪϑࢥ͔̈͝Їϩʪӥϩ˵ϩ˵ʪʒЇΧ̷ʪу
printing and copying. A fast dual scanner makes it possible
to scan up to 60 double-sided pages/minute. The NFC Pro Kit
makes it possible to establish a secure wireless connection
directly to most customers’ smartphones and tablets running
Android, iOS and Windows Mobile platforms. Postbank AG
guarantees security in all phases of data transferring by
restricting network and

Ɗʪ̷˙ࣗʪуΧ̷ɇ͝ɇϩͱθц͔ʪ͝Їϑӥϩ˵̷ɇθ˝ʪ
icons guide the customer through all
phases of their print, copy or scan order.

The ProXpress M4583FX not only is
easy to use via its Android platform,
but also can print up to 45 pages
and scan up to 30 double-sided
originals a minute.

USB connections and only allowing the customers to connect
their mobile devices via NFC or WiFi Direct. The management
solution from Genius Bytes has been directly implemented on
to the 320GB hard-drive, open platform XOA (eXtensible Open
Architecture) developed by Samsung. This also means that
the whole system can operate without a server or limitations
ϩͱϩ˵ʪϑцϑϩʪ͔˙Ї͝ʀϩ̈ͱ͝ϑࢋࣨƟ˵ʪđߥߦߩߤǹ̈ϑɇ͝ʪуʀʪ̷̷ʪ͝ϩЭɇ̷Їʪ
˙ͱθ͔ͱ͝ʪцࡡࣩʪуΧ̷ɇ̈͝ʪʒđɇθ̧ЇϑǮͱ̷̷ࢋࣨƟ˵ʪߢߡࢋߢ̈͝ʀ˵࣍ߣߦࢋߨʀ͔࣎
color touchscreen, Android-based operating system was one
of the key reasons why we chose Samsung. Customers will
already be familiar with the interface, as it is similar to that of
their own devices, and hence will be able to carry out almost
all steps necessary without having to consult our employees.
Ãϩ̈ϑʪуϩθʪ͔ʪ̷ц͔̈Χͱθϩɇ͝ϩ˙ͱθЇϑϩ˵ɇϩϩ˵ʪʒʪӬʀʪϑɇ͝ʒϩ˵ʪ
operating panel especially are stable and high-quality, given
our large volume of customers. Another plus for choosing
Samsung systems is the “Blue Angel” environmental label,
и˵̈ʀ˵ʀʪθϩ̈ѣʪϑϩ˵ʪϑцϑϩʪ͔ϑ̷࣭ͱиʪ͝ʪθ˝цʀͱ͝ϑЇ͔Χϩ̈ͱ͝ࡡ̷ͱи
emissions and high recyclability.”

Tailored Management Solution
The Genius Bytes management solution provides easy
operation methods via options menus while ensuring the high
security requirements demanded by Postbank AG. There is
a start menu with different options for each task: printing,
copying and scanning. With thorough guidance at every step
of the way, customers can get help when they are not sure
ɇɵͱЇϩи˵ɇϩϩͱʒͱ͝ʪуϩࢋͱθͱЭʪθߢߥцʪɇθϑࡡʪ̈͝Їϑ9цϩʪϑ͝ͱϩͱ̷͝ц
is one of Samsung’s hand-picked partners in development,
ɵЇϩɇ̷ϑͱ˵ɇϑɵʪʪ͝θʪʀͱ˝̈͝іʪʒɇϑɇϑΧʪʀ̈ɇ̷̈ϑϩ̈͝ϩ˵ʪѣʪ̷ʒͱ˙
developing integrated solutions for multifunctional systems.
These process-based
“With the M4583FX multifunctional
solutions include: print, scan
copying system and the
and process management,
professional solution from Genius
authentication solutions,
9цϩʪϑࡡиʪ࣭Эʪ˝ͱϩϩʪ͝ʪуɇʀϩ̷ци˵ɇϩ
Ѥʪʪϩ͔ɇ͝ɇ˝ʪ͔ʪ͝ϩࡡʀͱϑϩ
we needed for our self-service
θʪʀͱθʒ̈͝˝ɇ͝ʒѣ͝ɇ͝ʀ̈ɇ̷
stations at the best price.”
management. “There
Markus Woll, specialist at Postbank
иɇϑʪуʪ͔Χ̷ɇθцϑЇΧΧͱθϩ
Filialvertrieb AG
and cooperation from
all participants, so everything ran smoothly,” Markus Woll
was pleased to say, and continued: “Communication with
Ɗɇ͔ϑЇ͝˝࣭ϑϑΧʪʀ̈ɇ̷̈ϑϩϑиɇϑʪуʀʪ̷̷ʪ͝ϩࢋ̷̷ɇʒ̟Їϑϩ͔ʪ͝ϩϑͱθ
͔ͱʒ̈ѣʀɇϩ̈ͱ͝ϑ͝ʪʪʒʪʒиʪθʪ͔ɇʒʪɇϑϑͱͱ͝ɇϑΧͱϑϑ̈ɵ̷ʪɇ͝ʒ̈͝
line with our requests.” Sabrina Koch, Managing Director of
đफ़çÃƟƊʪθӬʀʪϑࡡθʪϩɇ̷̈ɇ͝ʒϑʪθӬʀʪΧɇθϩ͝ʪθ˙ͱθϩ˵̈ϑΧθͱ̟ʪʀϩࡡ
ɇ˝θʪʪʒࡠࣨǮʪ˵ɇЭʪʪ̟͝ͱцʪʒ͔ɇ͝ццʪɇθϑͱ˙ʪуϩθʪ͔ʪ̷цΧͱϑ̈ϩ̈Эʪ
ʪуΧʪθ̈ʪ͝ʀʪиͱθ̧̈͝˝ϩͱ˝ʪϩ˵ʪθӥϩ˵Ɗɇ͔ϑЇ͝˝ɇ͝ʒ̈ϩɇΧΧ̷̈ʪʒ
ϩͱϩ˵̈ϑΧθͱ̟ʪʀϩɇϑиʪ̷̷ࢋUЇθ̈͝˝ϩ˵ʪʪуϩʪ͝ʒʪʒϩʪϑϩΧ˵ɇϑʪɇϩߨߡ
ɵθɇ͝ʀ˵ʪϑࡡϩ˵ʪθʪиʪθʪ̷̈Эʪ̷цʪуʀ˵ɇ͝˝ʪϑͱ˙̈͝˙ͱθ͔ɇϩ̈ͱ̷͝ʪɇʒ̈͝˝
on many occasions to further improvements and adaptations.”

On the subject of security
and possibilities for
ʪуΧɇ͝ϑ̈ͱ͝ࡡđɇθ̧ЇϑǮͱ̷̷
added: “With this allSabrina Koch, Managing Director of
encompassing solution, we
đफ़çÃƟƊʪθӬʀʪϑࡠ
can be sure that there are no
threats to our security since customers never connect to our
network. Nonetheless, they can work almost as they would in
ϩ˵ʪ̈θͱи͝ͱ˙ѣʀʪϑɇ͝ʒࡡ˙ͱθʪуɇ͔Χ̷ʪࡡʀ˵ʪʀ̧ͱθʪʒ̈ϩʒͱʀЇ͔ʪ͝ϩϑ
again before printing them out.”
“This project is another shining
ʪуɇ͔Χ̷ʪͱ˙ͱЇθΧͱϑ̈ϩ̈ЭʪʪуΧʪθ̈ʪ͝ʀʪ
with Samsung, which we have
enjoyed over the many years.”

Nationwide Service from a Single Source
ʀʪθϩ̈ѣʪʒƊɇ͔ϑЇ͝˝Χɇθϩ͝ʪθʀɇ̷̷ʪʒđफ़çÃƟƊʪθӬʀʪϑ̈ϑ
handling the project installation and nationwide service
for Postbank AG. The company has even set up a dedicated
Postbank AG hotline. If problems arise, the company’s on-site
technicians will respond on the same day, carrying a range of
θʪΧ̷ɇʀʪ͔ʪ͝ϩϑцϑϩʪ͔ϑɇ͝ʒϑΧɇθʪΧɇθϩϑࢋđफ़çÃƟƊʪθӬʀʪϑиɇϑ
founded in 1986 as a consulting and distribution company
specializing in print services for business customers. With
headquarters in Wachtberg near Bonn and 45 other service
points, it provides access to around 150 service specialists.
Thus, the company can provide support to Samsung’s printing
and copying systems throughout Germany and give out
ʪуϩθʪ͔ʪ̷ц˙ɇϑϩθʪϑΧͱ͝ϑʪϑ̟̈͝Їϑϩɇ˙ʪи˵ͱЇθϑ̈˙͝ʪʀʪϑϑɇθцࢋ

Conclusion
“The project for the new integrated solution in Postbank
branches was a total success,” Markus Woll says.
“With Samsung systems, we have the highest quality
hardware, which runs perfectly in our branches and
works optimally with the Genius Bytes management
solution. The transition from the old systems to the new
иɇϑɇ̷ϑͱ˝̷̈ϩʀ˵ࣗ˙θʪʪࢋđफ़çϑЇΧΧ̷̈ʪʒ˙Ї̷̷цʀͱ͝ѣ˝Їθʪʒࡡ
ready to-go systems to the branches, meaning that the
switchover including functional testing and training
were all over in around half an hour. Then there is the
outstanding functional scope of the devices, which
˝̈ЭʪϑЇϑΧ̷ʪ͝ϩцͱ˙ͱΧΧͱθϩЇ̈͝ϩ̈ʪϑ˙ͱθ˙ЇϩЇθʪʪуΧɇ͝ϑ̈ͱ͝ࢋ
There are already some tests running for other areas of
application. Samsung has created an interface in which
all interactions among all the parties involved works
ϑ͔ͱͱϩ˵̷цࢋࣩƟ˵ʪΧθͱʀʪʒЇθɇ̷͔̈ΧθͱЭʪ͔ʪ͝ϩϑࡡϑ͔̈Χ̷̈ѣʪʒ
operations, and reduced support costs for customers
in particular mean another big advantage for Postbank
ࢋđɇθ̧ЇϑǮͱ̷̷ʪуΧ̷ɇ̈͝ϑࡡࣨǮʪɇ͝ϩ̈ʀ̈Χɇϩʪϩ˵ɇϩϩ˵ʪ͝ʪи
systems and improvements to our internal processes will
lower overall costs by about 15 percent as compared to
the previous solution.”

